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THE DUX 8888
THE ULTIMATE IN LUXURY AND COMFORT

EXPERIENCE THE DUX DIFFERENCE

The DUX 8888 provides 
you with the ultimate 
sleep experience as it 
represents the culmi-
nation of over 80 years 
of research and develop-
ment in the bed making 
craft. Not only have we 
crafted it out of the �nest 
materials, but also we added revolutionary features — from our 
dynamically interlocking springs forged from Swedish steel to our Pascal Personal 
Comfort Zones system to our exclusive independently Adjustable Lumbar Support.

>>  Swedish Steel Springs
At the heart of the DUX 8888 are Swedish steel 
springs—nearly 4 times as many as an ordinary bed. 
More springs provide better contouring for your body, 
reducing pressure points which can help improve 
circulation.

>>  Pascal Personal Comfort Zones
Everyone’s body is unique. That’s why the DUX 8888 
features the Pascal Personal Comfort Zones, enabling each 
person to select the perfect setting for their shoulders, 
lower back and legs.

      >>  Adjustable Lumbar Support
    To crank it up a notch, the DUX 8888 o�ers independent Adjust-
able Lumbar Support for each side of the bed.

>>  Extra Support
At DUX we o�er you three top pads to choose from as an integral part of your DUX 
8888. These include the deeply tufted Xtandard, Xupport and Duxense top pads.

DIMENSIONS AND SPECIFICATIONS

DUX, The DUX Bed and DUXIANA are Trademarks or Registered Trademarks of DUX DESIGN, AB. All rights reserved © 2007. DUX reserves the right to change product speci�cations without notice.

The DUX 8888 cannot be ordered in custom sizes. It is available in certain USA sizes. Please contact your local 
store to inquire. The spring system comes with a 20-year limited warranty.

European Sizes:
 90 x 200 / 210 cm 
105 x 200 / 210 cm 
120 x 200 / 210 cm 
140 x 200 / 210 cm 
160 x 200 / 210 cm 
180 x 200 / 210 cm 

Spring Count:
1956 / 2004
2268 / 2324
2664 / 2728
3060 / 3132
3444 / 3526
3912 / 4008

Dimensions:
• Mattress Height (excluding legs): 44 cm
• Spring Top Height:   22 cm
• Base Height:  22 cm
• Recommended Leg Heights:   12 cm
 (Only split bases are available for bed over 120 cm wide)
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EXPERIENCE THE DUX DIFFERENCE

>>  Extra Support
At DUX we o�er you three top pads to choose from as an integral part of your DUX 
12:12+. These include the deeply tufted Xtandard, Xupport and Duxense top pads.

>>  Swedish Steel Springs
At the heart of the DUX 12:12+ are Swedish steel 
springs — nearly 3 times as many as an ordinary bed. 
More springs provide better contouring for your body, 
reducing pressure points which can help improve 
circulation.

>>  Pascal Personal Comfort Zones
Everyone’s body is unique. That’s why the DUX 12:12+ 
features the Pascal Personal Comfort Zones, enabling each 
person to select the perfect setting for their shoulders, 
lower back and legs. 

THE DUX 12:12+

The DUX 12:12+ o�ers 
classic DUX support with
deeper springs for added
contouring in addition to 
the customizable Pascal Personal 
Comfort Zones. This combination 
o�ers you the comfort and support 
that you’ve come to expect from a DUX bed. 

CLASSIC DUX SUPPORT 
WITH DEEPER SPRINGS

DIMENSIONS AND SPECIFICATIONS

DUX, The DUX Bed and DUXIANA are Trademarks or Registered Trademarks of DUX DESIGN, AB. All rights reserved © 2007. DUX reserves the right to change product speci�cations without notice.

European Sizes:
 90 x 200 / 210 cm 
105 x 200 / 210 cm 
120 x 200 / 210 cm 
140 x 200 / 210 cm 
160 x 200 / 210 cm 
180 x 200 / 210 cm 

Spring Count:
1876 / 1922
2180 / 2234
2536 / 2596
2956 / 3026
3244 / 3326
3752 / 3844

The DUX 12:12+ cannot be ordered in custom sizes. It is available in certain USA sizes. 
Please contact your local store to inquire. The spring system comes with a 20-year limited warranty.

Dimensions:
• Mattress Height (excluding legs): 90 to 120 cm wide; 32 cm
              137 to 180 cm wide; 34 cm
• Recommended leg heights:  12, 20 or 23 cm
  (From 137 to 180 cm an attached support leg is added)
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EXPERIENCE THE DUX DIFFERENCE

>>  Extra Support
At DUX we o�er you four top pads to choose from as an integral part of 
your DUX 1001. These include the deeply tufted Xtandard, Xupport and 
Duxense top pads, as well as the revolutionary Pascal de Luxe top pad.

DIMENSIONS AND SPECIFICATIONS

DUX, The DUX Bed and DUXIANA are Trademarks or Registered Trademarks of DUX DESIGN, AB. All rights reserved © 2007. DUX reserves the right to change product speci�cations without notice.

European Sizes:
 90 x 200 / 210 cm 
105 x 200 / 210 cm 
120 x 200 / 210 cm 
140 x 200 / 210 cm 
160 x 200 / 210 cm 
180 x 200 / 210 cm 
210 x 200 / 210 cm 

Spring Count:
1008 / 1056
1176 / 1232
1392 / 1458
1608 / 1684
1812 / 1898
2064 / 2162
2496 / 2614

The DUX 1001 can be custom designed to �t most bed frames. It is available in certain USA sizes. 
Please contact your local store to inquire. The spring system comes with a 20-year limited warranty.

THE DUX 1001

DUX 1001’s dynamic 
two-layer base is the 
perfect introduction 
to the legendary DUX 
Comfort and support, 
and to a better nights 
sleep. 

THE DEFINITION OF THE DUX 
SLEEP SYSTEM, PURE AND SIMPLE

>>  Swedish Steel Springs
At the heart of the DUX 1001 are Swedish steel 
springs — nearly 2 times as many as an ordinary 
bed. More springs provide better contouring for 
your body, reducing pressure points which can 
help improve circulation.

Dimensions:
• Mattress Height (excluding legs): 90 to 120 cm wide; 23 cm
              137 to 210 cm wide; 25 cm
• Recommended leg heights:  20 or 23 cm
  (For 137 to 180 cm an attached support leg is added)

1001.SCAN.EN.E1.JAN.28.08



THE DUX Axion
COMFORT IN ACTION

EXPERIENCE THE DUX DIFFERENCE

The DUX Axion combines the 
bene�ts of the DUX sleep 
system with the elevation 
capabilities of an adjustable 
bed. Its multi-layered 
Swedish steel springs o�er 
the perfect combination of 
stability and support, while 
its dynamic, silent motor 
helps you settle into just the 
right height and angle.

>>  Extra Support
At DUX we o�er you four top pads to choose from as an integral part of your DUX 
Axion. These include the deeply tufted Xtandard, Xupport and Duxense top pads, as 
well as the revolutionary Pascal de Luxe top pad.

DIMENSIONS AND SPECIFICATIONS

DUX, The DUX Bed and DUXIANA are Trademarks or Registered Trademarks of DUX DESIGN, AB. All rights reserved © 2007. DUX reserves the right to change product speci�cations without notice.

The DUX Axion cannot be ordered in custom sizes. The drive mechanism comes with a 3 year warranty and the 
spring system comes with a 20-year limited warranty.

>>  Swedish Steel Springs
At the heart of the DUX Axion are Swedish steel springs. More springs provide better contouring for your 
body, reducing pressure points which can help improve circulation.

>>  Fingertip Control
The DUX Axion’s elevation can be easily adjusted with an ergonomic and user friendly 
handheld remote control that features soft-touch night glow buttons.   

>>  Power To Spare
A special built in power reserve enables you to 
return the bed to its original �at position in 
case of a power outage.

European Sizes:
 90 x 200 / 210 cm 
105 x 200 / 210 cm 
120 x 200 / 210 cm

Spring Count:
558 / 594
682 / 726
806 / 858

Dimensions:
• Bed Height (including legs): 52 cm
• Leg Heights (included with bed): 18 cm
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THE DUX Top Pads
FOR EXTRA SUPPORT AND COMFORT

EXPERIENCE THE DUX DIFFERENCE

At DUX we o�er you four top pads to choose from 
as an integral part of your DUX bed.
These include the deeply tufted Xtandard, Xupport 
and Duxense top pads, as well as
the revolutionary Pascal de Luxe top pad.

>>  Xtandard Top Pad
Deeply tufted throughout, this top pad o�ers two layers of thick 
cotton wadding and is stabilized in the center to retain its shape.

>>  Xupport Top Pad
Deeply tufted with a core of natural latex which has an outer 
layer of cotton wadding for extra ventilation and softness. 
  
>>  Duxense Top Pad
Deeply tufted with a core of natural latex, this top-pad is reversible 
with a thin layer of cotton wadding on one side and a thicker layer 
on the other side—giving a softer feel on one side and a slightly 
�rmer feel on the other side.

>>  Pascal de Luxe Top Pad
The revolutionary Pascal System o�ers what no other bed can. 
Up to two sets of three spring modules with di�erent DUX 
densities; soft, medium, and �rm, create three separate support 
zones for your hips, shoulders and legs. With Pascal, for the �rst 
time ever, two people sharing the same bed can customize their 
own side. The Pascal System is available for all models whether 
integrated into the bed or as a separate top pad.

DIMENSIONS AND SPECIFICATIONS

DUX, The DUX Bed and DUXIANA are Trademarks or Registered Trademarks of DUX DESIGN, AB. All rights reserved © 2007. DUX reserves the right to change product speci�cations without notice.

Top Pad Sizes:
 90 x 200 / 210 cm 
105 x 200 / 210 cm 
120 x 200 / 210 cm 
140 x 200 / 210 cm 
160 x 200 / 210 cm 
180 x 200 / 210 cm 
210 x 200 / 210 cm

Pascal Spring:
1260 / 1344
1530 / 1632
1710 / 1824
1980 / 2112
2340 / 2496
2520 / 2688
3060 / 3264

Top pads are available in certain USA sizes. Please contact your local store to inquire. 
The DUX Pascal spring system comes with a 20-year limited warranty.

Pascal Dimensions:
• Height: 10 cm
• Support Level: Soft (110), Medium (120), Firm(130) 
• Mattress Width Options: 90 to 137 cm; 3 Pascal Cassettes
  140 cm; 3 or 6 Pascal Cassettes 
  152 to 210 cm; 6 Pascal Cassettes

TOP-PADS.SCAN.EN.D1.JAN.28.08



The DUX Astoria

Available in oiled oak, tar stained oak, 
walnut or white lacquer

Can be upholstered
in your own material

THE COLLECTION

Astoria Headboards
Available in Upholstered Fabric and Leather
or in Wood with Aluminium Décor Strip

Astoria Bedside Table
Available in oiled oak, tar stained oak, 
walnut or white lacquer on square tubular 
nickel coated steel legs

DIMENSIONS AND SPECIFICATIONS

DUX, The DUX Bed, and DUXIANA are Trademarks or Registered Trademarks of DUX DESIGN, AB. All rights reserved © 2007. DUX reserves the right to change product speci�cations without notice.

Upholstered Headboard:
• Neck Cushion: 55 x 30 cm 
 with adjustable strap
• Height: 100 cm
• Available in all standard widths
• Can be custom upholstered

Wood Headboard:
• Widths: 160, 180, and 210 cm
• Height: 100 cm for all DUX beds
• Finish: Oiled oak, tar stained oak, walnut or 

white lacquer

Bedside Table:
• Size (WxDxH): 60x45x45 cm
• Finish: Oiled Oak, Tar Stained   

 Oak, Walnut or White
  Lacquer

ASTORIA.SCAN.EN.B2.FEB.07.08



The Faruk Headboard

EXPERIENCE THE DUX DIFFERENCE

DIMENSIONS AND SPECIFICATIONS

DUX, The DUX Bed, DUXIANA and Faruk are Trademarks or Registered Trademarks of DUX DESIGN, AB. All rights reserved © 2007. DUX reserves the right to change product speci�cations without notice.

Available Sizes:
• Single Headrest: 90-137 cm
• Double Headrests: 140-210 cm
• Height for DUX 1001: 80 cm
• Height for DUX 12:12+ and 8888: 92 cm
• Available in all standard widths

Notes:
• Fits the DUX 1001, 12:12+ and 8888
• Can be custom upholstered

The DUX Faruk headboard is an upholstered 
adjustable headboard with four preset positions. 
The �aps are either adjusted by hand or with a 
remote control (optional upgrade).

The Faruk headboard has removable tufted 
covers that can be ordered in di�erent fabrics to 
match your changing bedding ensemble or 
décor. 

FARUK.SCAN.EN.B1.JAN.28.08



The Flex Headboard

EXPERIENCE THE DUX DIFFERENCE

DIMENSIONS AND SPECIFICATIONS

DUX, The DUX Bed, DUXIANA and Flex are Trademarks or Registered Trademarks of DUX DESIGN, AB. All rights reserved © 2007. DUX reserves the right to change product speci�cations without notice.

Available Sizes:
•   76 cm
•   90 cm
• 96,5 cm 
•   105 cm

Notes:
• Fits the DUX 1001, 12:12+ and 8888
• Fits all bed heights (adjustable-height headboard)
• Can be custom upholstered

The Flexible DUX Flex 
The DUX Flex transforms your DUX bed into an 
adjustable sleep system. It features a variable 
positions hydraulically adjustable headboard 
with removable covers upholstered in either 
�ne fabrics or rich leather. 

Extra covers can be ordered in di�erent fabrics 
for when you change bedding ensemble or 
décor.

FLEX.SCAN.EN.B1.JAN.29.08



The DUX Oscar

Oiled oak White lacquer

THE COLLECTION

Oscar Bedside Tables
Available in oiled oak or white lacquer 
with a built-in drawer and shelf.

DIMENSIONS AND SPECIFICATIONS

DUX, The DUX Bed, and DUXIANA are Trademarks or Registered Trademarks of DUX DESIGN, AB. All rights reserved © 2007. DUX reserves the right to change product speci�cations without notice.

Headboards:
• Height: 122 cm
• Width: 90, 152, 160, 180 cm
• Leg Height Adjustments: 
 12, 16, 20, 23 cm

Bedside Table:
• Size (WxDxH): 42x47x57 cm
• One Drawer
• Once Shelf 
• Finish: Oiled oak or 
  white lacquer

Legs:
• Leg Size (WxDxH)
 Small: 5x5x12 cm
 Large: 5x5x20 cm
• Finish: Oiled oak or 
  white lacquer 

OSCAR.SCAN.EN.B1.JAN.28.08



The DUX Ulla Bed Frame

Bed Frame 
in Chrome Bruno Mathsson

DESIGNED BY BRUNO MATHSSON 1974

Architect, Furniture Designer
A leading furniture designer and architect, 
Bruno Mathsson’s creations were founding 
elements of Scandinavian furniture design as is 
evident in the Ulla Bed Frame and the Jetson 
Chair—both by DUX.

Retro at its Best
With sensual curves captured in chrome, the 
Ulla bed frame design is timeless as a 
mid-twentieth century masterpiece and as a 
twenty-�rst century centerpiece. 

DIMENSIONS AND SPECIFICATIONS

DUX, The DUX Bed, and DUXIANA are Trademarks or Registered Trademarks of DUX DESIGN, AB. All rights reserved © 2007. DUX reserves the right to change product speci�cations without notice.

Available Sizes:
• Lengths: 200 or 210 cm
• Width: 105, 152, 160, 180, 193 cm

Notes:
• Only suitable for the DUX 1001

ULLA.SCAN.EN.B1.APR.04.10



The Vista Headboard

EXPERIENCE THE DUX DIFFERENCE

DIMENSIONS AND SPECIFICATIONS

DUX, The DUX Bed and DUXIANA are Trademarks or Registered Trademarks of DUX DESIGN, AB. All rights reserved © 2007. DUX reserves the right to change product speci�cations without notice.

Available Sizes:
• Height for DUX 1001: 77 cm
• Height for DUX 12:12+, 8888 and Axion: 89 cm
• Available in all standard widths

Notes:
• Can be custom upholstered

The DUX Vista headboard has upholstered 
removable covers that can be ordered in di�erent 
fabrics to match your changing bedding 
ensemble or décor. 

VISTA.SCAN.EN.B1.APR.05.10



The DUX Pronto/3 Night Tables

THE COLLECTION

A modern night table with a vertically 
adjustable chromium-plated steel frame 
on granite base.

DIMENSIONS AND SPECIFICATIONS

DUX, The DUX Bed, and DUXIANA are Trademarks or Registered Trademarks of DUX DESIGN, AB. All rights reserved © 2007. DUX reserves the right to change product speci�cations without notice.

Dimensions:
• Adjustable Height: 49 - 61 cm
• Diameter: Ø 51 cm

Notes:
• Table Top: Etched glass in blue, yellow, orange or grey
• Frame: chromium-plated steel
• Base: Granite in grey 

PRONTO/3.SCAN.EN.B1.JAN.28.08



A myriad of factors contribute to the quality of a down product. High-quality down products generally 
contain more down than feathers, which makes them �u�er, lighter and warmer. 

DUXIANA has two duvet and pillow collections: Excellent and Superior. Each collection o�ers a choice 
between thinner/lighter and thicker/warmer duvets and pillows. 

Your choice of pillow is paramount in providing comfort and the ability to relax in bed. Proper neck 
support is essential to providing the spine with the right elongation. 

>>  DUXIANA Excellent – a high level of quality in a meticulously selected collection
Duvets: Choose between medium/light or warm duvets. Both Excellent medium/light and Excellent warm 
are �lled with 90% white, European goose down and 10% small feathers. Excellent warm provides greater 
warmth since it has more �lling than medium/light. The duvet covers are tailored in thin 100% cotton 
cambric. 

Pillows: Choose between �rm or soft pillows. Both Excellent �rm and Excellent soft are �lled with 70% 
white, Pyrenees duck down and 30% small feathers. The pillow covers are tailored in supple 100% 
cotton twill.

>>  DUXIANA Superior – for connoisseurs and those who demand the �nest quality 
Duvets: Choose between medium/light or warm duvets. Both Superior medium/light and Superior 
warm are �lled with 100% white, European goose down. 

The Superior collection contains an even lighter �lling than Excellent, which endows the collection with 
an exceptional ability to retain warmth. The duvet covers are tailored in 100% Egyptian mako cotton.

Pillows: Choose between �rm or soft pillows. Both Superior �rm and Superior soft are �lled with 90% 
white, European goose down and 10% small feathers. The pillow covers are tailored in thin 100% 
cotton cambric. 

MEASUREMENTS AND SPECIFICATIONS 

DUX, The DUX Bed and DUXIANA are Trademarks or Registered Trademarks of DUX DESIGN, AB. All rights reserved © 2010. DUX reserves the right to change product speci�cations without notice.

Excellent Duvet:
• 140 x 200 cm
• 140 x 220 cm
• 150 x 210 cm
• 155 x 220 cm
• 220 x 220 cm
• 260 x 220 cm

Superior Duvet:
• 140 x 200 cm
• 140 x 220 cm
• 150 x 210 cm
• 155 x 220 cm
• 220 x 220 cm
• 260 x 220 cm

Excellent Pillow:
• 40 x 80 cm
• 50 x 60 cm
• 50 x 70 cm
• 50 x 90 cm
• 60 x 63 cm
• 60 x 70 cm
• 65 x 65 cm
• 80 x 80 cm

DUXIANA down duvets and down 
pillows are also available in US sizes. 
Please contact you retailer for more 
information.

Warranty
DUX has a 15-year warranty on 
Excellent down duvets and a 
20-year warranty on Superior down 
pillows. 

Down Duvets & Pillows

Down is a natural product with an 
exceptional ability to insulate. Our 
down products are produced by 
Nordicform, exclusively for DUXIANA. 
To enhance the sensation of an 
extraordinary duvet, we have elevated 
the collection by advancing the quality of 
our products and presenting new names
and packaging.

Opulent Down Enhances The Sensation

EXCELLENT AND SUPERIOR

DOWN.SCAN.EN.D1.JAN.26.10

Superior Pillow:
• 40 x 80 cm
• 50 x 60 cm
• 50 x 70 cm
• 50 x 90 cm
• 60 x 63 cm
• 60 x 70 cm
• 65 x 65 cm
• 80 x 80 cm



>>  DUX Xleep pillow support 
In the DUX Xleep Pillow, the spring core 
allows your head to sink in just enough so 
that it remains level with the spine.

>>  Regular pillow support 
With a regular pillow, your head isn’t well 
supported, and sinks too deeply.

>>  DUX Xleep pillow shape
The active spring support of the DUX Sleep 
Pillow keeps it �rm over time, allowing it to 
retain its supportive, yet stable shape.

>>  Regular Pillow shape
Regular pillows, on the other hand, form 
indentions and pockets, and �atten over 
time.

DIMENSIONS AND SPECIFICATIONS
European Sizes:
• 50 x 60 cm
• 50 x 70 cm
• 40 x 80 cm

• 60 x 63 cm
• “Dream Size” 72 x 92 cm

DUX, The DUX Bed, DUXIANA and Xleep are Trademarks or Registered Trademarks of DUX DESIGN, AB. All rights reserved © 2007. DUX reserves the right to change product speci�cations without notice.

The DUX Xleep Pillow is also available in certain USA sizes. Please contact your local store to inquire. 
It cannot be ordered in custom sizes.

The DUX Xleep Pillow

The DUX Xleep pillow  
incorporates a revolutionary 
supple inner spring system. 
It is encased in a down 
�lled removable cover.

WHAT SWEET DREAMS 
ARE MADE OF

EXPERIENCE THE DUX DIFFERENCE

XLEEP.SCAN.EN.C1.APR.05.10



DIMENSIONS AND SPECIFICATIONS

DUX, The DUX Bed and DUXIANA are Trademarks or Registered Trademarks of DUX DESIGN, AB. All rights reserved © 2007. DUX reserves the right to change product speci�cations without notice.

DUXIANA Down Travel Pillow
• Size: 40 x 50 cm
• 90% White Goosedown
• 10% Small Feathers
• Fillpower 10
• Includes Pillow Case
• Includes Travel Case

DUX Down Boots
• One Size Fits All
• Unisex Design
• 70% White Goosedown
• 30% Small Feathers

Travel & Leisure

In this little package you can take a piece of the DUX 
experience along with you in your travels.
Whether on a air plane, a train, or a hotel far 
from home, the DUXIANA Travel Pillow provides 
you with the comfort of home on the go.

Bon Voyage!

Experiencing the warmth of �ne DUXIANA Down in not 
restricted to just our down duvets and down pillow. 
With these DUX Boots, your feet too can be swaddled in 
natured perfect insulator.

Home Sweet Home

EXPERIENCE THE DUX DIFFERENCE

TRAV-PILLOW/BOOTS.SCAN.EN.B1.JAN.28.08



Bedding Accessories 

To compliment your DUX bed, we o�er the �nest selection of bedspreads, dust 
ru�es, bed skirts, and base covers. And as an added service to our customers most 
of our bedding accessories can be ordered in your own material.

FOR THOSE FINISHING TOUCHES

Available in all 
drop heights

Available for DUX 1001,
12:12+, and 8888 (tops and bases)

Fits the DUX 1001, 
12:12+, and 8888

Available for all 
standard widths in white,

beige, navy blue and black

Available for all 
standard widths

Available for all 
standard widths

BEDSPREADS

DUST RUFFLES, BED SKIRTS AND BASE COVERS 

Margo Dust Ru�e
Fitted Dust Ru�e for all 
DUX beds

Mathilda Bed Skirt
Fitted Bed Skirt with slits 
at the corners

Cecilia Bedspread Charlotte Bedspread
Corners with a 
cut-o� design 

Base Cover 91

Base Cover Kaj
Base Cover in stretch 
fabric

SPECIFICATIONS

DUX, The DUX Bed, and DUXIANA are Trademarks or Registered Trademarks of DUX DESIGN, AB. All rights reserved © 2007. DUX reserves the right to change product speci�cations without notice.

Your own material can be used in the production of the Cecilia Bedspread, Charlotte Bedspread, Margo Dust 
Ru�e, Base Cover 91, and Mathilda Bed Skirt.

These accessories are also available in certain USA sizes. Please contact your local store to inquire.

BEDDING.SCAN.EN.D3.FEB.27.08



DIMENSIONS AND SPECIFICATIONS

DUX, The DUX Bed and DUXIANA are Trademarks or Registered Trademarks of DUX DESIGN, AB. All rights reserved © 2007. DUX reserves the right to change product speci�cations without notice.

Duvet Cover:
• 140 x 200 cm
• 150 x 210 cm
• 160 x 210 cm
• 220 x 220 cm
• 260 x 220 cm
• 260 x 260 cm

Colours:
• White
• Grey
• Beige

CASTELLO PLAIN & CASTELLO STRIPE CASTELLO PLAIN
Pillow Cases:
• 50 x 60 cm
• 50 x 70 cm
• 65 x 65 cm
• 40 x 80 cm
• 50 x 90 cm
• 72 x 92 cm “Dreamsize”

Fitted Sheets:
• 90 x 200/210 cm
• 105 x 200/210 cm
• 120 x 200/210 cm
• 140 x 200/210 cm
• 160 x 200/210 cm
• 180 x 200/210 cm
• 210 x 200/210 cm
• 96,5 x 203 cm
• 152 x 203 cm
• 193 x 203 cm

The DUXIANA Castello Collection

Only the DUXIANA 
Fine Linens should 
come between you 
and your DUX bed. 
The Castello collection 
will caress your skin, 
further adding to the 
DUX Experience.

Made from the highest thread count 
�ne cotton, the DUXIANA Castello 
collection is available in white, grey 
and beige and in your choice of 
plain or striped weaves.

CARESS YOUR SKIN

EXPERIENCE THE DUX DIFFERENCE

CASTELLO.SCAN.EN.B1.JAN.28.08

Flat Sheets:
• 160 x 260 cm
• 180 x 260 cm
• 220 x 260 cm
• 260 x 260 cm



The DUX Bed Legs Collection
ROUND LEGS

Slender and thick legs crafted in solid Beech 
or �nished in dark brown or black stain. The 
thick legs are also available in solid Oiled Oak. 
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TAPERED WOOD LEGS

12 or 20 cm tapered wood legs crafted in solid 
Beech, Walnut or Oiled Oak. Also available in 
mahogany, cherry or black stained �nish.

CUBE WOOD LEGS

12 cm cube shaped wood legs crafted in 
solid Beech or Oiled Oak. Also available in 
mahogany, black or white stained �nish.

ROUND ALUMINUM LEGS

8 or 16 cm round satin �nished brushed 
aluminum legs available with or without 
casters.

LEGS.SCAN.EN.J2.FEB.27.08


